NEW GAS RISER DIAGRAM

1. NEW GROSS

2. NEW DIGITAL GAS METER

3. NEW GAS BYPASS

4. NEW REGULATOR

5. NEW RELIEF

6. NEW DIGITAL GAS METER

1" = 20'-0"
2. Refer to drawings for neck size. All branch ductwork to air terminals shall be neck size unless noted otherwise.

1. Contractor shall determine proper border type to match ceiling construction.

**NOTES:**

- **Air Terminal Schedule**
  - Color selection by architect.
  - Refer to control drawings for description of control type.

- **Fan Schedule**
  - Coordinate color selection with architect.
  - Refer to control drawings for description of control type.

- **Split System Unit Schedule**
  - Refer to control drawings for description of control type.
  - Total operating weight includes unit, curb, accessories and unit mounted power exhaust. Duct mounted accessories not included.
  - ROF is responsible for all changes required due to rooftop unit heavier than the basis of design at no additional cost.
  - Power exhaust powered separately.

- **Packaged Rooftop Unit Schedule – Gas-DX**
  - Lat listed is at leaving side of cooling coil.
  - Refer to control drawings for description of control type.

- **Dedicated Outdoor Air Unit**
  - Refer to control drawings for description of control type.